Supply chain – internship – Spanish

Do you have an eye for administrative details and “passion for fashion”? 

We are looking for an intern to the purchasing department in our Spanish Team. An internship at Trademark Textiles will focus mainly around three types of tasks:

1. Longer-lasting tasks without a deadline, e.g. sourcing of new production areas and/or evaluation of potential new factories (often a good input for a thesis)
2. The “daily work” in the team – by priority and to be done before a deadline:Updating orders, typing new orders, follow up on textile samples and samples from the running production, quality control and comments to the samples
3. “Ad hoc” tasks – from day to day, e.g. help for packing, labeling and things like this.

We imagine that you:
- want to gain insight in the whole textile production process, from idea to delivered product
- are interested in working with purchase of fashion garments
- are good with numbers and calculations, the use of Excel and maybe knowledge of Navision
- think and act independently, in a structured way
- are good in teams
- are interested in working with different cultures
- in addition to Spanish you also speaks/write understandable English
- have a valid driving license

How you can benefit from an internship with us:
- Knowledge of the whole supply chain
- Insight in the whole production process
- Close cooperation between design, sales and buying department
- Work in an international company with 7-8 different country cultures
- Cooperation with colleagues in the Far East and another culture
- Training in English, both written and spoken, almost every day
- Work in “real life” with deadlines
- Problem-solving
- Informal environment in a young company
- Structured introduction in basic textile production

The internship starts as soon as possible, or by agreement, and will last for around 6 months.
We can provide a one-room flat, 500 Euro/month and free lunch on workdays.

Is that you? If yes, please upload your CV and application – in English please – via this LINK.

If questions about the internship you can call HR Manager Lilly Falsig, +45 2560 6607 between 9 and 15.